College of Human Ecology

Family Fun Pack
WORD SCRAMBLE

Cornell Landmarks

1. ELBI ESOPL
2. NAMN YRBALIR
3. GEAS PACEHL
4. NOIL BRIYLRA
5. OSPNISSEUN DIEGRB
6. TROBNA LAHL
7. RCAMGW ROEW'T
8. YANHL NKRI
9. KSHLCFPLEOED LFDEI
10. EEBBE KALE
11. ARLWIDL HASGTIRT

Local Eateries

1. OMOEDOSOW
2. RUPYIT
3. RYIDA ABR
4. ULOESI UNCLH
5. GRIAERCA SUHOE
6. HIACTA RBKYAE
7. LFRFSUO
8. VLAUKOLS UHEOS
9. LUTIIMRL
10. CAATIH ERFMSAR
11. GCELOLE WTON GBLSAE


College of Human Ecology
MAZE

Find your way to MVR Hall!
1. Who invited Martha Van Rensselaer to Cornell to start the Farmers’ Wives Reading Course?
   A. A.D. White  
   B. Albert Mann  
   C. Jacob Schurman  
   D. Liberty Hyde Bailey

2. Professor Josephine Allen (Dept. of PAM) was the first African-American woman at Cornell to receive tenure. What year did she receive tenure?
   A. 1976  
   B. 1980  
   C. 1986  
   D. 1991

3. Who was the dean when the College of Home Economics changed its name to the College of Human Ecology?
   A. Jerome Ziegler  
   B. David Knapp  
   C. Helen Canoyer  
   D. Sarah Blackwell

4. Besides Martha Van Rensselaer, what professor in the College has a building at Cornell named after him/her?
   A. Urie Bronfenbrenner  
   B. Henry Ricciuti  
   C. Flora Rose  
   D. Frances Johnston
5. In 1923 Martha Van Rensselaer was recognized as one of the twelve greatest living American women by which organization?
A. National League of Women Voters
B. National American Woman Suffrage Association
C. American Association of University Women
D. Associated Country Women of the World

6. Who was the first woman dean at Cornell?
A. Martha Van Rensselaer
B. Flora Rose
C. Sarah Blanding
D. Elizabeth Vincent

7. In the University Archives there is correspondence between Martha Van Rensselaer and many well-known people. Which person did not communicate with her?
A. Herbert Hoover
B. Susan B. Anthony
C. Franklin D. Roosevelt
D. Howard Taft

8. The first building on campus to house our College is named what today?
A. Warren Hall
B. Morrill Hall
C. Computing and Communications Center
D. Caldwell Hall

9. What year did Martha Van Rensselaer Hall open?
A. 1913
B. 1933
C. 1930
D. 1925
10. The department of Policy Analysis and Management was formed in 1998 when which two departments merged?
A. Dept. of Consumer Economics and Housing and the Dept. of Human Service Studies
B. Dept. of Consumer Economics and Housing and the Dept. of Human Development and Family Studies
C. Dept. of Human Service Studies and the Dept. of Household Economics and Management
D. Dept. of Consumer Economics and Housing and the Dept. of Institutional Management

11. What was the “Green Room” that once existed in Martha Van Rensselaer Hall?
A. Classroom where students in the Dept. of Textiles and Apparel worked
B. Tea room
C. Living room in the apartment that existed in Martha Van Rensselaer Hall
D. Faculty common room

Answers:

1. D  6. C
2. C  7. D
5. A  10. A
11. B
Cryptogram

xscbrxap yxrne om nhcybdxap
tal eutcxap uista
gbaangvxbae vb atvidty, ebgxty
tal oixyv narxdbasnave

HINT:
-xap is a common 3-letter word ending

Answer:

Improving lives by exploring and shaping human connections to natural, social and built environments.
Search for words describing Human Ecology's departments, mission, and notable people!

HUMEC
APPAREL
DEVELOPMENT
ENVIRONMENT
CORNELL
PUBLIC
FIBER
FLORA
POLICY
MARThA
HUMAN
HEALTH
EXTENSION
GLOBAL
SCIENCE
BIOLOGY
NUTRITION
SLOAN
DESIGN
SOCIETY
COLOR YOUR TEAM

Color in the Cornell logo to show your support of the Big Red.
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Left column - Miln's Garden/Caul's, Wilson Synchrotron Laboratory, Lindseth Climbing Wall, Warren Hall
Right column - Johnson Art Museum, He Commons, Sage Chapel, Cornell Seal, Myron Taylor Hall
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